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OutlineOutline  

WebsitesWebsites  
  

Social MediaSocial Media  

–– FacebookFacebook  

–– TwitterTwitter  

–– BlogsBlogs  

 Integrating your Integrating your 
online presenceonline presence  

  

Some useful toolsSome useful tools  

–– YouTubeYouTube  

–– PicasaPicasa  

–– PayPalPayPal  
  

QuestionsQuestions  
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References handoutReferences handout  
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Your Internet presenceYour Internet presence  

WebsiteWebsite  FacebookFacebook  

EmailEmail  

BlogBlog  

TwitterTwitter  
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Making the Most of Making the Most of   
Your WebsiteYour Website  
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Your audiences / goalsYour audiences / goals  

 Typical League audiencesTypical League audiences  
–– Current active votersCurrent active voters  

–– People preparing to vote for the first timePeople preparing to vote for the first time  

–– Current League membersCurrent League members  

–– Prospective membersProspective members  

–– People with an interest in public policyPeople with an interest in public policy  

–– Office holdersOffice holders  

–– Communities and school districtsCommunities and school districts  

–– ......  
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Your audiences / goalsYour audiences / goals  

 Typical League goalsTypical League goals  

–– Voter educationVoter education  

–– AdvocacyAdvocacy  

–– Encourage votingEncourage voting  

–– Inform current members of activitiesInform current members of activities  

–– Attract new membersAttract new members  

–– Provide information to a wide audienceProvide information to a wide audience  

–– ......  
  

Each audience may have different goalsEach audience may have different goals  
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ContentContent  

 Based on audiences / goalsBased on audiences / goals  

 Typical League website contentTypical League website content  

–– Voter GuidesVoter Guides  

–– Positions (local, state, national)Positions (local, state, national)  

–– How to register and voteHow to register and vote  

–– CalendarCalendar  

–– Contact information for elected officialsContact information for elected officials  

–– How to join the League / how to donateHow to join the League / how to donate  

–– ……  
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Study other League sitesStudy other League sites  

 Study other League websites for ideasStudy other League websites for ideas  

–– ContentContent  

–– OrganizationOrganization  

–– DesignDesign  

  

 Contact them for “how to” informationContact them for “how to” information  
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Event details 

Event address with link 

Separate candidate forum calendar 
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Reference material for an 
important current issue 
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Special events 
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Special elections 
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Election results 
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Local positions 

US and MI positions 
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Volunteer opportunities 
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Photos 
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Audio 

www.podbean.com 
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Video 
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Join online PayPal 
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Style: Vertical list of linksStyle: Vertical list of links  
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Style: Horizontal list of linksStyle: Horizontal list of links  
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Style: Newspaper front pageStyle: Newspaper front page  
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Reading web pages:  F patternReading web pages:  F pattern  

1 

2 

3 
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  
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Source:  www.xkcd.com/773 

Used by permission under a Creative Commons  

Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License 
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  
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Financing Public Education 
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  

 Balance “number of links” against Balance “number of links” against   
                        “number of clicks”“number of clicks”  
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  

 Balance “number of links” against Balance “number of links” against   
                        “number of clicks”“number of clicks”  

 Consistent set of links on every pageConsistent set of links on every page  
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  

 Balance “number of links” against Balance “number of links” against   
                        “number of clicks”“number of clicks”  

 Consistent set of links on every pageConsistent set of links on every page  

 Reverse chronological order for newslettersReverse chronological order for newsletters  
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  

 Balance “number of links” against Balance “number of links” against   
                        “number of clicks”“number of clicks”  

 Consistent set of links on every pageConsistent set of links on every page  

 Reverse chronological orderReverse chronological order  

 Don’t put it all on the home pageDon’t put it all on the home page  
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Organization / navigationOrganization / navigation  

 What are your readers looking for?What are your readers looking for?  

 Make important things highly visibleMake important things highly visible  

 Balance “number of links” against Balance “number of links” against   
                        “number of clicks”“number of clicks”  

 Consistent set of links on every pageConsistent set of links on every page  

 Reverse chronological orderReverse chronological order  

 Don’t put it all on the home pageDon’t put it all on the home page  

 “Join” & “Donate” “Join” & “Donate” ––  on home page, but on home page, but 
not a major focusnot a major focus  
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How users read on the webHow users read on the web  

 They don’t!They don’t!  

 They They scanscan  the page.the page.  

–– They pick out individual words and phrases.They pick out individual words and phrases.  

–– HigherHigher--literacy readers do more scanning and literacy readers do more scanning and 
less reading.less reading.  

–– Only 16% of readers actually read web pages Only 16% of readers actually read web pages 
wordword--byby--word.word.  
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Scanning web pages:  F patternScanning web pages:  F pattern  

1 

2 

3 
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Writing for the webWriting for the web  

 Short simple sentences, paragraphs, pagesShort simple sentences, paragraphs, pages  

 Key words at start of sentenceKey words at start of sentence  

–– Sentence fragments OK in listsSentence fragments OK in lists  

 One idea per paragraphOne idea per paragraph  

 Inverted pyramidInverted pyramid  

1.1. ConclusionConclusion  

2.2. Most important supporting informationMost important supporting information  

3.3. BackgroundBackground  
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Writing for the webWriting for the web  

 Very concise introductory paragraphVery concise introductory paragraph  

–– What is on the pageWhat is on the page  

–– Why should the reader careWhy should the reader care  

 Lots of meaningful subLots of meaningful sub--headingsheadings  

–– Not “clever” onesNot “clever” ones  

–– Use color, bold, or different fontUse color, bold, or different font  

 Bulleted lists, especially for linksBulleted lists, especially for links  

 Highlight keywords in text Highlight keywords in text ––  with carewith care  
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Writing for the webWriting for the web  

 Most people come to your website via a Most people come to your website via a 
search search ––  looking for something very looking for something very 
specific specific ––  often in a hurryoften in a hurry  

 Each page should stand aloneEach page should stand alone  

–– Short, descriptive page titleShort, descriptive page title  

–– Name, address, phone for LeagueName, address, phone for League  

–– Copyright or “last updated” dateCopyright or “last updated” date  
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Writing for the webWriting for the web  

 Keep it visually simpleKeep it visually simple  

–– Not too many different fonts or graphicsNot too many different fonts or graphics  

–– Not too much use of bold or italics or colorNot too much use of bold or italics or color  

–– Lots of empty space improves appealLots of empty space improves appeal  

 Use photosUse photos  

 Spelling and grammar matter! Spelling and grammar matter!   

 Don’t underline for emphasis Don’t underline for emphasis ––  implies a linkimplies a link  

 Avoid League jargonAvoid League jargon  
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For search engines For search engines (Google, etc.)(Google, etc.)  

 Most people come to your website via a Most people come to your website via a 
searchsearch  

 Descriptive title and subDescriptive title and sub--headers on pagesheaders on pages  

 Talk about the content of the page in Talk about the content of the page in 
several ways several ways ––  both League jargon and both League jargon and 
common terms (Voter Guides, candidate common terms (Voter Guides, candidate 
information, etc.)information, etc.)  
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CopyrightsCopyrights  

 Process to assure we honor themProcess to assure we honor them  

 Applies toApplies to  

–– TextText  

–– Graphics (photos, drawings, cartoons, etc.)Graphics (photos, drawings, cartoons, etc.)  

–– AudioAudio  

–– VideoVideo  
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Education FundEducation Fund  

 Separate Education Fund pages from the Separate Education Fund pages from the 
other pages (especially action).  other pages (especially action).    

 Do not put action items on a page about Do not put action items on a page about 
voters service. voters service.   

 Do not link to an action page from a Do not link to an action page from a 
voters service page. voters service page.   
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Acquire domain nameAcquire domain name  

 Purchase domain namePurchase domain name  

–– www.aitdomains.com:  $11/yearwww.aitdomains.com:  $11/year  

–– May want to purchase both .org and .comMay want to purchase both .org and .com  

–– Give many different people as contactsGive many different people as contacts  

–– Remember to pay for it again next year!Remember to pay for it again next year!  

 Use the domain name for League emailUse the domain name for League email  

–– Yes:Yes:  president@lwvoa.orgpresident@lwvoa.org  

–– No:No:  SallySmith@yahoo.comSallySmith@yahoo.com  
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Advertise websiteAdvertise website  

 Include domain name everywhere you put Include domain name everywhere you put 
your address or phone numberyour address or phone number  

–– Newsletters, stationary, business cardsNewsletters, stationary, business cards  

–– Newspaper ads, signsNewspaper ads, signs  

–– Voter guidesVoter guides  

–– ……  

 Include a short “Did you know that our Include a short “Did you know that our 
website ...” in every newsletterwebsite ...” in every newsletter  
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Maintain the site!Maintain the site!  

 This is the hardest part of the job!!This is the hardest part of the job!!  

 Development is fun Development is fun ––    
                      maintenance is boring.maintenance is boring.  

 But this is where the payoff lies!But this is where the payoff lies!  
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Current Initiatives 

 
Our 2010 Program Planning day is around the corner. This is where members are 

able to shape and prioritize the organization's work for the prospective year.  

 

Learn more about the many different ways you can get involved in 2009. 

Opportunities  

 

To serve the information needs of our community we operate a voter information 

hotline before every election. Some common questions and easy sources of 

answers 

May 10, 2011 … 
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Maintain the site!Maintain the site!  

 One section of the website being out of One section of the website being out of 
date impacts the credibility of the rest of date impacts the credibility of the rest of 
the site.the site.  

 Better a small upBetter a small up--toto--date website than an date website than an 
ambitious outambitious out--ofof--date website.date website.  

 Start small and expand as you have more Start small and expand as you have more 
resources.resources.  
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Determine updating processDetermine updating process  

 What is updated ...What is updated ...  

–– Weekly (hopefully very little!)Weekly (hopefully very little!)  

–– MonthlyMonthly  

–– SeasonallySeasonally  

–– AnnuallyAnnually  

 Transferring info from “content owners”Transferring info from “content owners”  
to “web page editors”to “web page editors”  

 What will be archived and what deleted?What will be archived and what deleted?  
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Maintain the site!Maintain the site!  

 Put volatile information in one placePut volatile information in one place  

–– Link to it from elsewhere on the siteLink to it from elsewhere on the site  

–– Then only need to update it on one page Then only need to update it on one page 
when it changeswhen it changes  

 Link to information instead of duplicating Link to information instead of duplicating 
it on your websiteit on your website  
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Maintain the site!Maintain the site!  

 Update home page often Update home page often ––  most visiblemost visible  

 Complete check of all pagesComplete check of all pages  

–– August:  fall programsAugust:  fall programs  

–– January:  spring programs & copyright dateJanuary:  spring programs & copyright date  

–– May:  summer programsMay:  summer programs  

 Tickler fileTickler file  

–– BeforeBefore    posting page, add it to tickler fileposting page, add it to tickler file  
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Tickler fileTickler file  

 20112011  

–– 5/7      asked Bev for newsletter5/7      asked Bev for newsletter  

–– 5/8      asked Kalena for meeting dates5/8      asked Kalena for meeting dates  

–– 5/25    special/readrod.htm 5/25    special/readrod.htm   

–– 6/15    weekday/arbon.htm6/15    weekday/arbon.htm  

–– 8/15    verify site up8/15    verify site up--toto--date for fall programsdate for fall programs  

 20132013  

–– 1/15    pay for domain name1/15    pay for domain name  
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Website & social media policiesWebsite & social media policies  

 Advertising Advertising ––  on web pages, online on web pages, online 
newsletter, online Voter Guides, …newsletter, online Voter Guides, …  

 Personal information Personal information ––  phone, email, phone, email, 
address, …address, …  

 Approving content of websiteApproving content of website  

 Responding to social media commentsResponding to social media comments  

 ……  
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The role of the BoardThe role of the Board  

 The website belongs to the whole BoardThe website belongs to the whole Board  

 Review the website at a Board meetingReview the website at a Board meeting  

–– Have everyone study website Have everyone study website beforebefore    meetingmeeting  

 What is missing?  What is missing?    

 What needs updating?What needs updating?  

–– Who is the content owner for each section?Who is the content owner for each section?  

–– How to get info to webmaster in a timely wayHow to get info to webmaster in a timely way  

–– Set website and social media policiesSet website and social media policies  
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That’s overwhelming!That’s overwhelming!  

How do we start? 
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First things firstFirst things first  

 Bring website up to dateBring website up to date  

–– OutOut--ofof--date information:date information:  
            Update it, archive it, or remove it!Update it, archive it, or remove it!  

–– Fix any broken linksFix any broken links  

–– Fix copyright date once page is upFix copyright date once page is up--toto--datedate  

 Update home pageUpdate home page  

–– Your most important page!Your most important page!  

–– Include only most important links and textInclude only most important links and text  

–– Be sure it is compelling Be sure it is compelling ––  add photosadd photos  
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NextNext  

 Improve navigation links (table of contents)Improve navigation links (table of contents)  

–– Logical for nonLogical for non--League readerLeague reader  

–– Not too many links, and not too fewNot too many links, and not too few  

 Develop schedule for updating websiteDevelop schedule for updating website  

 Purchase domain namePurchase domain name  
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LongerLonger--termterm  

 Rewrite pages for reading on the webRewrite pages for reading on the web  

 Add missing content to websiteAdd missing content to website  

 Develop website and social media policiesDevelop website and social media policies  
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Social MediaSocial Media  
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SecuritySecurity  
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SecuritySecurity  

 Using Facebook is no more dangerous than Using Facebook is no more dangerous than 
using email, online shopping, or online using email, online shopping, or online 
bankingbanking  

  

 There are precautions you should take if you There are precautions you should take if you 
ever go onlineever go online  
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SecuritySecurity  

Set up your computer to protect you…Set up your computer to protect you…  
  

 Keep your Windows software upKeep your Windows software up--toto--datedate  
  

 Keep your antiKeep your anti--virus software upvirus software up--toto--datedate  
  

 Run a complete virus scan at least weeklyRun a complete virus scan at least weekly  
  

 Keep your firewall turned onKeep your firewall turned on  
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SecuritySecurity  

Passwords…Passwords…  
  

 Use strong passwordsUse strong passwords  

–– Iaat2011LcIaat2011Lc  

–– “I am attending the 2011 League convention”“I am attending the 2011 League convention”  
  

 Use a different password for each accountUse a different password for each account  
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SecuritySecurity  

Be vigilant for scams…Be vigilant for scams…  
  

 Watch for “phishing” (fishing) emailsWatch for “phishing” (fishing) emails  

–– Look at my photosLook at my photos  

–– Log in to bank account to update informationLog in to bank account to update information  
  

Never give id, password, or other private Never give id, password, or other private 
information in response to an email.information in response to an email.  

Use web browser instead to go to the correct Use web browser instead to go to the correct 
website.website.  
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Social MediaSocial Media  
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Social media Social media ––  what is it?what is it?  

The use of web-based and mobile 

technologies to turn communication into 
interactive dialogue.  
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Social media Social media ––  why?why?  

 That’s where your audience is today!That’s where your audience is today!  

 In 2009, users spent nearly 3 times as In 2009, users spent nearly 3 times as 
long on social networks as email each day.long on social networks as email each day.  

 Fastest growing group using social media Fastest growing group using social media 
is people over 45.is people over 45.  

 1 in 4 people over age 65 are now part of 1 in 4 people over age 65 are now part of 
a social networking site.a social networking site.  
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Social media Social media ––  why?why?  

 People feel a stronger connection to groups People feel a stronger connection to groups 
they interact with via social media.they interact with via social media.  

 More info about these laterMore info about these later  

–– Fast dissemination of informationFast dissemination of information  

–– Sharing information with friendsSharing information with friends  

–– Push vs. pull of informationPush vs. pull of information  

–– Potential for dialoguePotential for dialogue  
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FacebookFacebook  
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Individuals on FacebookIndividuals on Facebook  

 Create an account Create an account ––  a “profile”a “profile”  

 Establish Facebook relationships Establish Facebook relationships ––  “friends”“friends”  

–– Being a “friend” is a mutual relationshipBeing a “friend” is a mutual relationship  

 Post message Post message ––  a “status”a “status”  

 All friends see the statusAll friends see the status  

–– Friends can post short response Friends can post short response ––  “comment”“comment”  

–– Everyone who saw the status sees the comments Everyone who saw the status sees the comments 
and can then comment in turnand can then comment in turn  

–– Friends can “share” the status with their friendsFriends can “share” the status with their friends  
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Posting a statusPosting a status  

Status may containStatus may contain  

 TextText  

 PhotoPhoto  

 VideoVideo  

 Link to any web page (article, blog post, Link to any web page (article, blog post, 
recipe, …)recipe, …)  
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8080  
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Organizations on FacebookOrganizations on Facebook  

 Create an account Create an account ––  a “page”a “page”  

 Establish Facebook relationships Establish Facebook relationships ––  “fans”“fans”  

–– Being a “fan” is not a mutual relationshipBeing a “fan” is not a mutual relationship  

 Post message Post message ––  a “status”a “status”  

 All fans see the statusAll fans see the status  

–– Fans can post short response Fans can post short response ––  “comment”“comment”  

–– Everyone who saw the status sees the comments Everyone who saw the status sees the comments 
and can then comment in turnand can then comment in turn  

–– Fans can “share” the status with their friendsFans can “share” the status with their friends  
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Interacting with fansInteracting with fans  

 Organization or fans can initiate discussionOrganization or fans can initiate discussion  

–– Page owner can delete comments or entire Page owner can delete comments or entire 
discussionsdiscussions  

 Post 1Post 1--2 times each week2 times each week  

 Important to respond quickly to comments Important to respond quickly to comments 
by fansby fans  
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Website Website vs.vs.  FacebookFacebook  

 WebsiteWebsite  

–– OneOne--way communicationway communication  

–– User must go to website to get new informationUser must go to website to get new information  

–– Information remains on website longInformation remains on website long--termterm  

 FacebookFacebook  

–– Encourages discussionEncourages discussion  

–– Fans automatically get new information as soon Fans automatically get new information as soon 
as it’s postedas it’s posted  

–– Information is ephemeral Information is ephemeral ––  once pushed off first once pushed off first 
page, fans rarely go back to see itpage, fans rarely go back to see it  
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Email Email vs.vs.  FacebookFacebook  

 Young people don’t do much email.Young people don’t do much email.  

 Takes less commitment to become a Takes less commitment to become a 
Facebook fan than it does to give the Facebook fan than it does to give the 
organization your email address.organization your email address.  
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Getting startedGetting started  

 Start with individual accountStart with individual account  

 Experiment with finding friends, posting Experiment with finding friends, posting 
status, commenting on friends’ postsstatus, commenting on friends’ posts  

 Set privacy for personal account to Set privacy for personal account to 
”friends only” ”friends only” ––  then only “friends” can then only “friends” can 
see your information, posts, etc.see your information, posts, etc.  
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Getting startedGetting started  

 Then create page for your local LeagueThen create page for your local League  

 Choose id carefully Choose id carefully   

–– US Department of Education US Department of Education ––  US Ed GovUS Ed Gov  
became “usedgov”became “usedgov”  

 Use LWV logoUse LWV logo  

–– Critical for fans identifying your message in Critical for fans identifying your message in 
the mass of messagesthe mass of messages  
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Getting startedGetting started  

 Let the world see and comment on Let the world see and comment on 
organization's pageorganization's page  

 Set option to get email when anyone posts Set option to get email when anyone posts 
a status or comments on your statusa status or comments on your status  

 Post 1Post 1--2 times each week2 times each week  
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Getting noticedGetting noticed  

 Ask people to become fans of League pageAsk people to become fans of League page  

 Ask fans to share your posts with their Ask fans to share your posts with their 
friendsfriends  

 Ask fans to post on League page or Ask fans to post on League page or 
comment on your postscomment on your posts  

 Post links, photos, and videosPost links, photos, and videos  

 Link from website to Facebook pageLink from website to Facebook page  
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What to post on Facebook?What to post on Facebook?  

 Upcoming events and newsUpcoming events and news  

–– ElectionsElections  

–– Candidate forumsCandidate forums  

 Link to new posts on website or blogLink to new posts on website or blog  

–– Voter GuidesVoter Guides  

–– Candidate forum videosCandidate forum videos  

–– NewslettersNewsletters  
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What to post on Facebook?What to post on Facebook?  

 Snippets of information about current Snippets of information about current 
issuesissues  

 Links to thoughtful articles about current Links to thoughtful articles about current 
issuesissues  

 Requests for action Requests for action ––  volunteer, volunteer,   
contact elected officialcontact elected official  

 Encourage dialogue Encourage dialogue ––  ask questionsask questions  
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TwitterTwitter  
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Who tweets?Who tweets?  

 Smaller number of users than FacebookSmaller number of users than Facebook  

 Higher than average usage byHigher than average usage by  

–– Adults aged 18Adults aged 18--2929  

–– AfricanAfrican--Americans and Latinos Americans and Latinos   

–– UrbanitesUrbanites  

–– WomenWomen  

–– CollegeCollege--educatededucated  
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Organizations on TwitterOrganizations on Twitter  

 Create an accountCreate an account  

 Establish Twitter relationships Establish Twitter relationships ––  “followers”“followers”  

–– Being a “follower” is not a mutual relationshipBeing a “follower” is not a mutual relationship  

 Post message Post message ––  “tweet”“tweet”  

–– Maximum of 140 charactersMaximum of 140 characters  

 All followers see the tweetAll followers see the tweet  

–– Followers can replyFollowers can reply  

–– Followers can “retweet” to share itFollowers can “retweet” to share it  
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TweetsTweets  

 AbbreviationsAbbreviations  

–– C U soon.C U soon.  

–– <3 means “love”<3 means “love”  

–– LOL means “laugh out loud”LOL means “laugh out loud”  

 Shortened website linksShortened website links  

 Hashtag:  #lwvHashtag:  #lwv  

 Mention:  @lwvMention:  @lwv  
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What are they saying about What are they saying about 
LWV?LWV?  

search.twitter.com 
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Mobility: Twitter on a iPhoneMobility: Twitter on a iPhone  
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Why also Twitter?Why also Twitter?  

 Hit people who aren’t on FacebookHit people who aren’t on Facebook  

 Disseminate information very quicklyDisseminate information very quickly  

 May be less useful for LWV than FacebookMay be less useful for LWV than Facebook  

–– But hits good demographics for LWVBut hits good demographics for LWV  
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What to post on TwitterWhat to post on Twitter  

 Things you would post on FacebookThings you would post on Facebook  

 FastFast--breaking newsbreaking news  
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BlogsBlogs  



105105  
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Why also a blog?Why also a blog?  

 Easier than website to create and updateEasier than website to create and update  

 Provide content for Facebook and TwitterProvide content for Facebook and Twitter  

 Best opportunity for thoughtful dialogueBest opportunity for thoughtful dialogue  

  

 Types of postsTypes of posts  

–– How to …How to …  

–– Thoughtful analysisThoughtful analysis  

–– LightLight--hearted notehearted note  

–– Start a fireStart a fire  
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Integrating Your OnlineIntegrating Your Online  
PresencePresence  
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WebsiteWebsite  FacebookFacebook  

EmailEmail  

BlogBlog  

TwitterTwitter  
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WebsitesWebsites  

 Audience:Audience:    general public general public ––  people looking people looking 
for information but not joining a groupfor information but not joining a group  

 Privacy:Privacy:    information anyone can seeinformation anyone can see  

 Permanence:Permanence:    until explicitly removeduntil explicitly removed  

 Organization:Organization:    by subjectby subject  

 Communication:Communication:    1 way1 way  
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FacebookFacebook  

 Audience:Audience:    general public general public ––  people willing people willing 
to sign up for updatesto sign up for updates  

 Privacy:Privacy:    information anyone can seeinformation anyone can see  

 Permanence:Permanence:    shortshort--termterm  

 Organization:Organization:    reverse chronological orderreverse chronological order  

 Communication:Communication:    2 way 2 way ––  short commentsshort comments  
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TwitterTwitter  

 Audience:Audience:    general public general public ––  people willing people willing 
to sign up for updatesto sign up for updates  

 Privacy:Privacy:    information anyone can seeinformation anyone can see  

 Permanence:Permanence:    shortshort--termterm  

 Organization:Organization:    reverse chronological orderreverse chronological order  

 Communication:Communication:    2 way 2 way ––  fast fast ––    
short commentsshort comments  
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BlogBlog  

 Audience:Audience:    general public general public ––  people looking people looking 
for information but not joining a groupfor information but not joining a group  

 Privacy:Privacy:    information anyone can seeinformation anyone can see  

 Permanence:Permanence:    until explicitly removeduntil explicitly removed  

 Organization:Organization:    reverse chronological order reverse chronological order 
and keywordsand keywords  

 Communication:Communication:    2 way 2 way ––  longer commentslonger comments  
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EmailEmail  

 Audience:Audience:    people willing to give you their people willing to give you their 
email addressemail address  

 Privacy:Privacy:    information anyone can seeinformation anyone can see  

 Permanence:Permanence:    until recipient deletes ituntil recipient deletes it  

 Organization:Organization:    recipient decides (date, recipient decides (date, 
subject, sender, etc)subject, sender, etc)  

 Communication:Communication:    2 way 2 way ––  longer commentslonger comments  
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References handoutReferences handout  

 “How to” information“How to” information  

 Other useful toolsOther useful tools  

–– YouTubeYouTube  

–– PicasaPicasa  

–– PayPalPayPal  

–– ……  
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Thanks!Thanks!  

 LWV of Michigan 2011 ConventionLWV of Michigan 2011 Convention  

 Carol Watts and League Easy WebCarol Watts and League Easy Web  

 LWVLWV  

 AAUWAAUW  

 Pew Internet & American Life ProjectPew Internet & American Life Project  

 Jacob NielsenJacob Nielsen  

 Mickey MellonMickey Mellon  

 Dan Zarrella and Rick BurnesDan Zarrella and Rick Burnes  
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Questions?Questions?  

 TodayToday  

  

 In the futureIn the future  
  

                                    pp  ii  cc  kk  ee  tt  tt  ..  mm  aa  rr  yy  @@  gg  mm  aa  ii  ll  ..  cc  oo  mm  


